2nd Annual ASCE/AGC  
“Links to Success” Golf Tournament

West Woods Golf Course  
September 12th, 2007  
Shotgun Start - tee time 2:00 p.m.

Tournament Rules and Highlights

4-Person Best Ball Scramble: Each Player plays a tee shot. Select the best shot from the team and then every player in the foursome hits their second shot from that point. Continue this procedure until the ball is holed.

Tee Shots: Each team must use two drives from each player.

Ball Placement: Each player shall place their ball within 1 club length of the ball selected except on the green where the ball will be putted from the exact spot of the selected ball. Each shot must be played from within 1 club length of the selected ball. Each shot must also be played from the same condition as the selected ball. For example, if the selected ball is in the rough, it and all team shots must remain in the rough, if it is in the sand, it must remain in the sand, etc.

Tees: Men will play from the White tees; Women will play from the Teal tees

Hole Sponsorship: If you company is interested in sponsoring a hole there are several levels of sponsorship available.

Concrete - $300  
Company Rep. at Hole  
Sign at Hole  
Contest for Students

Steel - $200  
Sign at Hole  
Contest for Students

Timber - $150  
Company Sign at Hole

Our goal is to gain sponsors for all 18 holes along with for this year’s golf tournament. This tournament is an excellent opportunity for companies to talk to students about internship, CO-OP, and full-time jobs. Please contact Sean Tokarz, AGC Vice-President, or our Faculty Advisor, Candace Sulzbach, if you are interested in a sponsorship.

Sean Tokarz  
(518) 928-1941  
sean.tokarz@gmail.com

Candace S. Sulzbach  
(303)906-8107  
csulzbac@mines.edu